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You drink out of a cup with your lips. beak D. hate. Book Name RS Aggarwal Verbal And Non-Verbal Reasoning Book Author RS Aggarwal Publication S. In the first pattern, 10 is subtracted from each number to arrive at the next. Push Answer: B. A) April B) May C) January D) June Answer is B) May, Hint: Past Yesterday-Today-Next Tomorrow:
March-April-May 22) Flood : Water : : Storm : ? A) insignificant B) selfish C) sad D) bad Answer is C) Sad, Hint: An optimist remains happy while a pessimist is sad. A) bullet B) gun C) rifle D) Cannon Answer is A) Bullet, Hint: The use of a bow is incomplete without the help of an arrow. A) sea B) water C) Sailor D) fleet Answer is D) Fleet, Hint: The
player is a member of the team, the ship is a part of the fleet. A) IGSU B) IGUQ C) IGUS D) IGSU Answer is C) IGUS, Hint: E+1=F N+2=P E+3=H M+4=Q Y+5=D 5) In some symbol ABC is written as ZYX, then what will MAN be written as? Q13. A) Watt B) Joule C) reactor D) decibels Answer is D) Decibel, Hint: Just as the SI unit of heat is a calorie,
so will the SI unit of sound be the decibel. 10) If the word DREAM is written as 1315184, then _____ will stand for SUCCESS? A) Message B) Envelope C) Posts D) letter Answer is D) Letter, Hint: Just as it is brought in water, in the same way it comes in the newspaper. The bird flies in the sky. Animal C. Facebook Page : RELATED TOPICS
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competitive exam, r.s. aggarwal reasoning book in hindi amazon Prev Post GK Questions 2022 Current Affairs Quiz March 2022 in Hindi Logical Reasoning Questions on Verbal Classification Q6. book Answer: D. A) Water B) food C) sky D) air Answer is C) Akash, Hint: Fish swim in water. Rest are all parts of a book. 7) In a certain code MALE is
written as LBKF then what will be the word for BOND? unimportant C. Condense D. 28) Skirmish : War : : Disease : ? Tiger Answer: B. 13) Just as ‘calf’ stands for ‘cow’, in the same way ‘_____’ stands for ‘goat’? 10 B. CUP : LIP :: BIRD : ? Q8. glossary C. Too much wind gives rise to floods. 20 Answer: Option A. Its an alternating addition and
subtraction series. Biased. BEAK. Lock B. The number is divided by 2 successively to get the next result. attachment Answer: A. trivial B. A) Competition B) mesh C) Court D) racket Answer is C) Court, Hint: The play is performed on stage and played on a tennis court. 25 C. 27) Earth : Sun : : Moon : ? 29) Home : Room : : World : ? 18) ‘Caterpillar’ is
related to ‘Butterfly’, then ‘Tadpole’ is related to? Solid C. (1/2)/2 = ¼. 4/2 = 2. chapter D. A) MHLTSTN B) STNERAP C) STNEPAR D) STNERPA Answer is B) STNERAP, Hint: The letters are written backwards. 13 D. Wood D. 24) Yen : Japan : : Ruble : ? 16 C. rudder Answer: C. Ice B. A) orthodontist B) Nephrologist C) Neurologist D) none of these
Answer is B) Nephrologist, Hint: A person who studies the heart is called a cardiologist. Similarly, birds bite grass with their beaks. just B. Q9. insignificant Answer: C. important D. Cat’s feet are called paws and horse’s are called hoofs. 21) Past Tomorrow : Next Tomorrow : : March : ? The others signify honesty. Please share, Comment and like it
Our post on Facebook! Thanks to Visit our Website and keep Follow our Site to know our New Updates which is Useful for Your future Competitive Exams. (1/3) B. A) NZN B) NYM C) NZZ D) NZM Answer is D) NZM, Hint: A+27-26=Z B+27-26=Y C+27-26=X 6) In some language SHOP is written as POHS, then ____ will be written for PARENTS? 23)
Water : Glass : : News : ? Q12. fondness C. Look at this series: 80, 10, 70, 15, 60, … What number should come next? 1/2 = ½. Elephant D. 50 Answer: Option A. The place where tennis is played is called court. (2/8) D. A) soil B) speed C) air D) light Answer is C) Wind, Hint: Too much amount of water gives rise to floods. Sure D. A. A) ARNMAGRA B)
ARNMGARA C) RAMNAGAR D) ARMANAGAR Answer is B) ARNMGARA, Hint: The letters have changed places. In the second, 5 is added to each number to arrive at the next. 3 is added in the first pattern, and then 2 is subtracted. 25) Player : Team : : Ship : ? (1/8) C. 15) If the word ‘optimistic’ stands for ‘happy’, then ‘_______’ for ‘pessimistic’ will
be? Every number is half of the previous number. 16) As ‘Bihar’ is from ‘India’, in the same way ‘Texas’ will be from where? Which word is the odd man out? Flow B. 12) The way ‘fish’ is related to ‘water’, in the same way ‘bird’ is related to? Q2. Chand Publication Language English Format PDF Size MB Page 117 Reasoning In English Download>>>
Reasoning Notes PDF in Hindi Reasoning Notes PDF in English Number Series – Logical Reasoning Questions Q1. Conserve Answer: B. Rest are positive emotions. 26 C. wing B. A) Canada B) Mexico C) USA D) Brazil Answer is C) USA, Hint: Texas is a state in the United States of America. Q7. 17) Just as ‘heat’ is related to ‘calorie’, in the same way
‘sound’ is related to what? BUSH Answer: C. biased Answer: D. This is an alternating addition and subtraction series. fair C. Guard C. 7 B. Look at this series: 12, 11, 13, 12, 14, 13, … What number should come next? 22 B. A) medicine B) patient C) Epidemic D) infection Answer is C) Epidemic, Hint: Just as a small skirmish can start a war, in the same
way a disease can cause an epidemic. Q5. Solid Q15. Melt : Liquid :: Freeze : A. A) USA B) China C) Britain D) Russia Answer is D) Russia, Hint: Yen is the currency of Japan and ruble is of Russia. Paw : Cat :: Hoof : ? Parts : Strap :: Wolf : A. Look at this series: 2, 1, (1/2), (1/4), … What number should come next? FOREST C. Q3. Book. A) APME B)
APEM C) CPOE D) EOPC Answer is A) APME, Hint: M-1=L A+1=B L-1=K E+1=F 8) If the word INK is written as 91411, then the word for STUDENT will be _____? Remaining are synonyms of each other. 20) If the word ‘arrow’ is chosen for ‘Dhanush’, then which word will be chosen for ‘Pistol’? Beak. A) 192021451420 B) 192021461420 C)
192021451320 D) 192020451420 Answer is A) 192021451420, Hint: A=1 B=2 C=3 I=9 N=9 K=11 9) If JAIPUR is called AJPIRU, then what will RAMNAGAR be called? A) Country B) land C) Sun D) air Answer is A) Country, Hint: A house is made up of many rooms, in the same way the world is made up of many countries. When the frogs are very
young, they are called tadpoles. This PDF is not related to pdfexam and if you have any objection over this pdf, you can mail us at info@pdfexam.com Here you can also check and follow our Facebook Page (pdfexam) and our Facebook Group. 13 Answer: Option C. This is an alternating number of subtraction series. Q4. index B. A) hole B) pit C) Bill D)
ditch Answer is C) Bill, Hint: The habitat of tiger is den and rabbit’s bill. (1/16) Answer: Option B. 19) If the word ‘cardiologist’ stands for ‘heart’, then which word would be appropriate for ‘kidney’? GRASS B. 12 C. First, 2 is subtracted, then 4, then 2, and so on. 30 D. It’s a division series. ReasoningE-BookFree Study Material By admin On Apr 1,
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Relation Puzzle Test Sequential Output Tracing Direction Sense Test Logical Venn Diagrams Alphabet Test Number, Ranking, And Time Sequence Test Mathematical Operation Logical Sequence Of Words Arithmetical Reasoning Inserting The Missing Character Data Sufficiency Decision Making Assertion And Reason Situation Reaction Test
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Triangles Figure Formation And Analysis Practice Question Set Reasoning Questions and Answers 1) If the word CAT is written as ECV then what will DOG be written as? Logical Reasoning Questions on Analogies Q11. Pick the odd man out? 14) As the hive is related to the bee, so is the high nest related to? Guard Q14. Rest are parts of an aero
plane. Horse C. Look at this series: 7, 10, 8, 11, 9, 12, … What number should come next? First, 1 is subtracted, then 2 is added. A) FPI B) FQH C) FQI D) IQF Answer is C) FQI, Hint: C+2=E A+2=C T+2=V 2) If TEN is written as RCL in a word code, then what will be written as END in that word code? A) PDQJR B) PDQJP C) PDQOG D) ERQGO
Answer is A) PDQJR, Hint: B+3=E O+3=R N+3=Q D+3=G 4) In a code symbol, ENEMY is shown as FPHQD, then what will be written as HERO in that code? 20 B. 23 D. hate B. Horse. A) Parrot B) Bird C) Garuda D) pigeon Answer is C) Garuda, Hint: As the hive is the abode of the bee, similarly the high nest is the abode of the Garuda. Look at this
series: 36, 34, 30, 28, 24, … What number should come next? Lamb B. A) RCL B) CLC C) CPB D) CLB Answer is D) CLB, Hint: T-2=R E-2=C N-2=L 3) In a code language BOND is written as ERQG then MANGO will be written as ____ in that code language? Please Support By Joining Below Groups And Like Our Pages We Will be very thankful to you.
Important. 2/2 = 1. Q10. fin C. 10 D. Safe : Secure :: Protect : A. A) Room B) Akash C) Tara D) Earth Answer is D) Earth, Hint: As the Earth revolves around the Sun, in the same way the Moon revolves around the Earth. Fox Answer: Flow pdfexam.com will update many more new pdf and study materials and exam updates, keep Visiting and share our
post, So more people will get this. equitable D. A) calf B) Lamb C) Chhauna D) Puppy Answer is B) Lamb, Hint: The calf of a cow is called a calf and the child of a goat is called a lamb. 15 Answer: Option D. A) crow B) Frog C) fish D) goose Answer is B) Frog, Hint: Butterfly is the first (younger) stage of birth called caterpillar. 30) Tiger : Den : : Rat : ?
26) Drama : Stage : : Tennis : ? Which word does NOT belong with the others? liking D. , A) 19213351919 B) 19195332119 C) 19195211933 D) 19213319519 Answer is B) 19195332119, Hint: DREAM=MAERD=1315184, SUCCESS=SSECCUS=19195331919 11) ‘Newspaper’ is related to ‘Reader’ in the same way as ‘Bread’ is related to ‘_____’? A)
Wheat B) farm C) Farmer D) Consumer Answer is D) Consumer, Hint: Newspaper is used by the reader and bread is used by the consumer. (1/4)/2 = 1/8 and so on. BEAK D.
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